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Rezumat
Carcinomul ductal in situ (CDIS) este un tip de cancer mamar (CM)
noninvaziv, a cărui incidenţă a crescut o dată cu implementarea
programelor de screening pentru cancer de sân. CDIS reprezintă
20% din totalitatea cazurilor de CM. Aproximativ 70% dintre
pacientele diagnosticate cu CDIS prezintă receptori hormonali 
pozitivi, în timp ce doar 25-30% dintre acestea prezintă HER2
amplificat. În ceea ce priveşte terapia sistemică, conform ghidurilor
NCCN, doar hormonoterapia (HT) ar trebui luată în considerare în
cazul pacientelor cu CDIS. Mai mult decât atât, prognosticul 
excelent al acestui tip de cancer nu justifică utilizarea unui trata-
ment mai agresiv de tipul terapiei anti-HER2 sau chimioterapiei.
În acest articol abordăm rezultatele celor mai importante studii
clinice în care au fost incluse paciente diagnosticate cu CDIS aflate
în curs de terapie adjuvantă şi evaluare preoperatorie; în plus, am
raportat rezultatele studiilor de prevenţie cu HT, care au 
demonstrat o scădere a riscului de dezvoltare a CDIS. Pe de altă
parte, decizia de a alege sau nu hormonoterapie adjuvantă, decizie
îngreunată deseori de efectele adverse care duc la scăderea calităţii
vieţii pacientelor precum şi la lipsa complianţei terapeutice, trebuie
luată împreună cu pacienta, întrucât nu s-a demonstrat niciun
avantaj în ceea ce priveşte rata de supravieţuire. 

Cuvinte cheie: CDIS, terapia endocrină, cancer mamar, terapia
hormonală

Abstract
Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a noninvasive breast cancer
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Introduction

Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a non-inva-
sive breast cancer (BC) limited to lactiferous
ducts, whose diagnosis significatively increased
after the introduction of BC screening 
programs, representing nowadays about 20% of

new BC diagnoses (1). About 70% of DCIS
shows positivity for hormone receptors (HR),
while Human Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor 2 (HER2) is overexpressed in 25-30%
(2,3). The natural history and the optimal 
management for DCIS remain controversial
(Fig. 1). Not all patients with DCIS will develop

(BC), whose diagnosis significatively increased with the diffusion of BC screening programs. DCIS
actually represents roughly 20% of new BC diagnoses (1). About 70% of DCIS shows positivity for
hormone receptor (HR), while HER2 is overexpressed in 25-30% of the cases (2,3). Concerning the
systemic approach, the only one that should be considered for HR-positive DCIS is adjuvant
endocrine therapy (ET), according to NCCN guidelines (4). In fact, the excellent prognosis of this
neoplasm does not justify the utilization of more aggressive treatment strategies, such as HER2-
directed therapies or chemotherapy. Here we discuss the results of the most important clinical 
trials enrolling DCIS patients in the adjuvant and in the preoperative setting; in addition, we 
report the chemoprevention studies utilizing ET which demonstrated a reduction of the risk of DCIS
development. On balance, the choice to undertake or not an adjuvant ET, which is often burdened
by adverse events that could impact on the quality of life of the patients and on their adherence to
the therapy, should be discussed with the patient, taking into account that no survival advantage
has been demonstrated so far.

Key words: DCIS, endocrine therapy, breast cancer, carcinoma in situ, hormone therapy, chemo-
prevention

Figure 1. Premalignant and pre-invasive lesions of the breast belong to a complex and heterogeneous group of
lesions and represent a matter of remarkable interest from both clinical and biological standpoints. The
goal of therapy of DCIS is to prevent the occurrence of an invasive breast cancer. 
*European guidelines for quality assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis. Created with Biorender.com.
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invasive BC and after diagnosis most of them
undergo treatment similar to invasive disease.
However, these treatments have not been
shown to impact on survival, raising the 
concern of potential overtreatment (5). Ductal
carcinoma in situ treatment is mainly repre-
sented by surgery and radiotherapy, which are
covered by other authors in this issue.

According to the most recent guidelines, the
only recommended systemic treatment for
HR-positive DCIS is adjuvant endocrine 
therapy (ET), since the low risk of relapse of
this neoplasm does not justify the indication to
chemotherapy (4,6). An analysis performed in
2015 on the National Cancer Database
showed that 46% of patients affected by 
HR-positive DCIS receives ET as adjuvant
treatment (7). 

Here we discuss the results of the most 
relevant clinical trials enrolling DCIS patients
in adjuvant and in preoperative setting; in
addition, we report the chemoprevention 
studies in which ET demonstrated to reduce
the risk of DCIS in patients with increased
chances of BC occurrence.

Adjuvant ET

According to NCCN guidelines, ET should be
considered in patients with HR-positive DCIS
who underwent breast conserving surgery
plus radiotherapy or surgery alone (4). The
suggested duration of ET is 5 years, adminis-
tering tamoxifen in premenopausal patients
and tamoxifen or aromatase inhibitors (AI) in
post-menopausal patients, considering the 
latter the preferential choice in patients aged
less than 60 and/or having thromboembolic
concerns (4). 

In the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast
and Bowel Project (NSABP) B-24 protocol, 1804
patients affected by DCIS were randomized 
to receive adjuvant tamoxifen 20 mg/die, a
selective estrogen receptor modular (SERM), or
placebo for five years after completion of local
treatment (lumpectomy and radiotherapy),
regardless of the HR status (8). In the 
tamoxifen group, a significant 43% reduction of

invasive BC events and a significant 31%
decrease of non-invasive BC events were
detected after five years follow-up (8). More
recently, a retrospective study on the same
patients evaluated the effectiveness of 
tamoxifen according to HR status: estrogen
receptor (ER) positive DCIS patients who
received tamoxifen had a lower risk of 
developing any form of BC (hazard ratio (HR)
0.58, p=0.001), invasive BC (HR 0.53, p=0.005)
and any contralateral BC (HR 0.5, p=0.02) (9).
Contrariwise, the reduction in any DCIS, 
contralateral and/or ipsilateral DCIS, any ipsi-
lateral cancer, ipsilateral and/or contralateral
invasive BC occurrence, even if present, was
not statistically significant (9). As expected, no
differences were detected in ER negative
patients (9).

Another large prospective clinical trial
exploring the role of adjuvant radiotherapy and
tamoxifen in DCIS was the UK/ANZ DCIS
trial, whose results reported a slight although
not statistically significant advantage in the
tamoxifen group considering all new BC events
among the 1701 DCIS patients enrolled (HR
0.83, 95% CI 0.64–1.06); on the other side, a
reduction in all DCIS was highlighted (HR
0.68, CI 0.49–0.96), while no reduction in 
invasive BC was showed (HR 1.11, CI 0.76–
1.63) (10). The long-term follow up analysis of
this trial showed that patients who received
tamoxifen had fewer BC events (10 years
reduction 6.5%) and ipsilateral DCIS, but no
differences were detected in ipsilateral invasive
BC development (11). Nevertheless, the benefit
in terms of BC events given by tamoxifen was
present only in patients who did not receive
radiotherapy (p=0.001), while absent in patients
who underwent radiotherapy (p=0.8) (11). 

A Cochrane metanalysis published in 2012
including NSABP B-24 and UK/ANZ trials
demonstrated a trend towards reduction of
new primary invasive ipsilateral carcinomas
for DCIS patients receiving adjuvant 
tamoxifen compared to patients who do not
receive it (HR 0.79, 95% CI 0.62-1.01), while
the risk of developing a contralateral BC is
significantly lower in the same group of
patients (relative risk (RR) 0.57; 95% CI 0.39-
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0.83) (12). Moreover, the risk of DCIS recur-
rence is reduced in patients who underwent
tamoxifen treatment, both in ipsilateral (HR
0.75; 95% CI 0.61 to 0.92) and contralateral
breast (RR 0.50; 95% CI 0.28 to 0.87) (12).
Consistently with the results of the single
studies, the risk of overall mortality does not
depend on tamoxifen assumption (RR 1.11;
95% CI 0.89 to 1.39) (12). No clear statement
is inferable with regard to adverse events
related to tamoxifen, as the necessary infor-
mation was not available to the authors (12). 

The posology of tamoxifen in both NSABP
B-24 and UK/ANZ trials was 20 mg/die, which
is not always well tolerated by patients 
and may leads to adverse events (13). For this
reason, a randomized, placebo controlled 
clinical trial evaluated the administration of
low-dose tamoxifen (5 mg/die) for three years
in 500 patients with breast intraepithelial
neoplasms (69% DCIS) (14). A reduction in
breast neoplastic events was detected in
patients who received tamoxifen (HR, 0.48;
95% CI, 0.26 to 0.92) (14). Based on this 
evidence, the administration of tamoxifen 5
mg/die for three years could be considered in
patients who do not tolerate the standard
posology. 

The results of ATAC trial, in which an
improvement in terms of disease-free survival
(DFS), time to recurrence, time to distant
recurrence and safety was demonstrated in
early BC post-menopausal patients receiving
anastrozole compared to tamoxifen, led to the
planning of new clinical trials. In fact, ET
other than tamoxifen have been tested in
order to identify more effective and/or safer
drugs. In the NSABP B-35 trial 3104 post-
menopausal patients affected by HR-positive
DCIS were randomized to receive adjuvant
anastrozole or tamoxifen after lumpectomy
and whole breast irradiation (15,16), demon-
strating a prolonged BC-free interval in the
anastrozole group. (HR 0.73 95% CI 0.56–0.96,
p=0.0234) (15). Interestingly, the difference
between the two groups became evident 
after 5 years and, even more importantly, the
benefit of anastrozole was significant only in
patients less than 60 years old (15). The esti-

mated 10-year overall survival was roughly
92% for both groups (15). Concerning the 
safety profile, adverse events were comparable
in patients receiving tamoxifen and anastro-
zole, with exception of thrombotic and embolic
events, which occurred more often during
tamoxifen treatment (15). 

The comparison between anastrozole 
and tamoxifen has been explored also in the
IBIS-II DCIS trial: 2980 HR-positive post-
menopausal DCIS patients were randomized
to receive anastrozole or tamoxifen (17). After
a 7-year follow-up, no statistically significant
difference in overall recurrence was detected
between the two groups (HR 0.89, 95% CI
0.64–1.23) (17). Nevertheless, a slight 
advantage with anastrozole was underlined
and, taking into account that the number of
events in IBIS-II DCIS trial was lower than
expected, these results do not contrast with
the ones of NSABP B-35 trial (17).
Furthermore, adverse events observed in each
treatment arm were consistent with the 
safety profile of the two drugs: fractures, 
musculoskeletal events, hypercholesterolemia,
and cerebrovascular accidents were more 
common with anastrozole, while muscle
spasm, gynecological cancers and symptoms,
vasomotor symptoms, and deep vein throm-
boses were the most common adverse events
observed with tamoxifen (17).

Recently, a cost-effectiveness analysis on
adjuvant treatment of DCIS showed that ET
with tamoxifen or AI is likely to represent a
suboptimal therapeutic strategy (18). In
facts, the quality-adjusted life years (QALYs)
are fewer for patients receiving ET than for
the ones undergoing observation, because of
the marginal benefit in risk reduction at 
the cost of a largely impaired quality of life
(18). Radiotherapy is, on the contrary, cost-
effective for standard risk patients, while
observation is cost-effective for good-risk
patients, defined as patients with ≤ 2.5 cm
diameter DCIS, low to intermediate grade,
and mammographically detected lesions
with final margins ≥ 3 mm (18). 

An algorithm summarizing DCIS post-
surgical treatment is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Neoadjuvant ET

A potential role for hormonal manipulation
before surgery in patients with DCIS was
firstly demonstrated by Boland et al., almost
20 years ago (19). In a retrospective study
including 108 patients receiving hormone
replacement therapy (HRT), they observed a
significant Ki-67 reduction from biopsy to 
surgery in patients that stopped HRT (mean
Ki-67 9.95% and 5.06% on core biopsy and at
surgery, respectively, p<0.01), whereas Ki-67
from biopsy to surgery was similar in patients
that continued HRT (19). 

The CALGB 40903 (Alliance) trial addressed
the feasibility of 6 months of preoperative letro-
zole in postmenopausal patients (20). Seventy
patients completed the planned treatment cycle
with letrozole 2.5 mg daily and 59 underwent
surgery, with 9 patients (15%) showing no 
residual DCIS, 50 (85%) persisting DCIS and 6
(10%) harboring invasive disease (20). The
tumor volume, assessed by breast magnetic 
resonance imaging, decreased of 61% and 71.7%
after 3 and 6 months of letrozole therapy, respec-
tively (20). An analysis of ER, Progesterone
receptor (PgR) and Ki-67 status was also per-
formed, comparing pre-ET and post-surgical
values. As expected, a reduction was detected in
the three biomarkers: the ER Histo-score
decreased by 15 (p=0.005), the median PR Histo-

score by 85 (p<0.001), and the median Ki-67 score
by 6.3% (p=0.007) (20).                                                    

Chemoprevention

The role of ET in reducing the incidence of both
invasive and in situ breast lesions has been
evaluated in several clinical trials, utilizing
SERM, tamoxifen in primis, and then AI. 

The NSABP P-1 trial compared tamoxifen to
placebo in 13388 patients estimated to have a
5-year risk of 1.66% or more to develop BC (21).
The reduction of invasive BC incidence was 
significant: from 42.5 per 1000 in the placebo
group to 24.8 per 1000 in the tamoxifen group
(p<0.001) (21). A decreased incidence was noticed
also considering noninvasive lesions (DCIS and
LCIS), for which the risk ratio was 0.63 (95% CI
= 0.45 to 0.89) in patients treated with tamoxifen
(21).

In the IBIS-I trial, 7154 women judged to
have an increased risk of BC development
were randomized to receive tamoxifen for five
years or placebo (22). Consistently with
NSABP P-1 trial’s results, tamoxifen reduced
the risk of any BC occurrence (HR 0.71; 95%
CI 0.60–0.83, p<0.0001), including DCIS (23),
at a long term follow up. In fact, 16 cases of
DCIS were detected in tamoxifen group vs 5 
in placebo group (Odds Ratio 0.31; 95% CI
0.12-0.82) (23).

In the MORE trial, raloxifene was tested in

Figure 2. Algorithm for DCIS adjuvant treatment.
1. RT after breast conserving surgery, could be omitted in case of low risk DCIS due to favorable clinico-
pathological features and/or Oncotype DX DCIS Recurrence Score < 39 or between 39 and 54 (to be 
thoroughly discussed with the patient).
2. Patients under 60 years or with thromboembolic concerns.

Legend: DCIS = Ductal Carcinoma in Situ; RT = radiotherapy; ER = Estrogen Receptor; AI = Aromatase Inhibitor.
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the same setting, with similar results (24).
Considered together, SERMs demonstrated to
reduce the occurrence of both invasive and
noninvasive breast lesions in patients
accounted to have increased risk to develop
BC, but at the price of adverse events which
impact consistently on the quality of life of
patients. 

In this perspective, AIs were investigated
as a potential alternative to SERMs with a
more favorable toxicity profile. For instance,
five years of anastrozole demonstrated to be
effective in reducing the cumulative incidence
of BC (including DCIS) versus placebo (HR
0.47, 95% CI 0.32–68; p<0.0001) (25).

Similarly, exemestane was effective in post-
menopausal women with a Gail 5-year risk
score higher than 1.66% or other increased risk
conditions, with a yearly incidence of invasive
plus noninvasive (DCIS) BC of 0.35% on
exemestane and 0.77% on placebo (HR=0.47;
95% CI: 0.27 to 0.79; p = 0.004) (26).

HER2 overexpression is comparable in DCIS
and in invasive BC (27), thus an eventual role
of HER2-directed therapy was investigated in
a certain number of clinical trials. 

A phase II trial investigated the biological
and immunological effects of a single preopera-
tive trastuzumab administration in HER2-
positive DCIS, but, unfortunately, no clear 
histologic changes ascribable to response to the
treatment were detected, nor variations in Ki-67
values between the patients who received
trastuzumab and the ones who did not (28).
Nevertheless, the antibody-dependent cell 
mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) was enhanced in
all the patients undergoing trastuzumab treat-
ment (28). 

A retrospective study including patients who
underwent neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus
trastuzumab for invasive BC associated with
DCIS showed that 7 out of 16 patients included
had a complete regression of the DCIS compo-
nent, 7 had a pCR, while 2 patients showed a
complete regression of DCIS but persisting
invasive BC (29). 

The phase III NSABP B-43 explored the
administration of two cycles of trastuzumab
during breast irradiation in DCIS patients
after breast conserving surgery (30). A group
of 2014 patients with HER2-positive DCIS
were randomized to receive radiotherapy
alone or radiotherapy plus trastuzumab,
adding five years of tamoxifen in HR-positive
patients in both groups (31). At primary 
definitive analysis, 114 ipsilateral BC events
occurred, 63 in the radiotherapy arm and 51 
in the radiotherapy plus trastuzumab arm
(HR=0.81; 95% CI: 0.56-1.17; p=0.26) (31).
Taking into account only the 76 DCIS events,
45 occurred in the radiotherapy arm and 31 in
the radiotherapy plus trastuzumab arm (HR =
0.68; 95% CI: 0.43-1.08; p=0.11) (31). As a 
consequence, the study did not meet its end-
points of reducing ipsilateral BC recurrence by
36% (31).

For the abovementioned reasons, anti-HER2
treatment is not recommended as adjuvant or
neoadjuvant treatment for HER2-positive
DCIS. Moreover, according to international
guidelines, HER2 should not be tested in
patients with DCIS outside clinical trials (32).

Conclusions

The role of ET in the treatment of HR-positive
BC is well-established. The results of the 
ET adjuvant clinical trials in DCIS patients
indicate that 5 years ET with tamoxifen (20
mg/die) or AI, in premenopausal and post-
menopausal patients, respectively, should be
considered in ER-positive DCIS. Indeed, ET
demonstrated to reduce the bilateral BC risk
in patients treated with breast conserving 
surgery as well as the contralateral risk in
patients who underwent mastectomy, if the
primary tumor shows positivity for ER (4). 

Conversely, no evidence of efficacy emerged
from the completed clinical trials employing
HER2-directed therapies in DCIS patients.
Chemotherapy also does not have any role 
in the management of DCIS because of its
unfavorable toxicity and safety profile which
do not allow its use in a disease with such good
prognosis.
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Nevertheless, whether to administer a 
systemic treatment for DCIS or not should be
tailored to the patient, taking into account his
risk profile, individual characteristics as well
as his personal preferences. Of course, a 
thorough discussion with the patient about
the potential advantages and risks of each 
scenario is recommended. In fact, the absolute
benefit of 5 years of treatment is modest 
and, as shown in the abovementioned meta-
analysis, 15 patients would need to be treated
to prevent one recurrence (12). Considering
the absence of any survival advantage, the
balance between potential adverse events and
benefit in terms of reduced risk of recurrence
should be extensively discussed with patients
to reach a well-informed shared decision.
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